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for each k an oracle A, is constructed such that the low and high hierarchies 
relative to A, have exactly k levels. ID 1991 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of lowness and highness has been a useful tool in classifying 
the information content in recursion theory as well as in complexity theory. 
Within the class NP, one may define low sets and high sets based on the 
following intuition: a set A in NP is low if the information content of A is 
so meager that a nondeterministic oracle machine using A as the oracle 
does not compute more than when it uses the empty set as the oracle; a set 
A in NP is high if the information content of A is so rich that a nondeter- 
ministic oracle machine using A as the oracle computes as much as when 
it uses an NP-complete set as the oracle. Extending this idea, Schoning 
(1983) gave the following formal definition of the low and high hierarchies: 
For each k 20, a set A in NP is in Lf if C:(A) = L’i; and it is in Hi if 
C;(A)=C;+, . It follows immediately that for each k 2 0, L,’ c Lf’, , and 
H;G Hi,,. Therefore, they form two hierarchies inside NP. 
The structure of the two hierarchies has a close connection with the 
structure of the polynomial-time hierarchy. Namely, for each k 20, 
.Zf#n[ implies Lin Hc= 0, and A’:= I7: implies Lkp= Hf= NP. In 
addition, if the polynomia-time hierarchy is infinite, then there exist sets in 
NP which are not in the low hierarchy nor in the high hierarchy (Schoning, 
1983). This relation reveals a rich structure within NP, assuming that the 
polynomial-time hierarchy is infinite. 
The high hierarchy can be used as a classification of complete sets under 
various different notions of reducibility. For instance, it is shown in 
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Schoning (1983) that Hi consists of exactly those sets which are 
<F-complete for NP, and Hf consists of exactly those set which are 
< tNN-complete for NP, where < cN is the strong nondeterministic polynomial- 
time Turing reduction (Long, 1982). 
The low hierarchy consists of sets which contain little information when 
used as oracles, and they are not likely to be complete for NP. For 
instance, sparse sets and sets solvable in polynomial-time by probabilistic 
algorithms (i.e., sets in BPP) have been shown not complete for NP unless 
the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses. Ko and Schoning (1985) gave bet- 
ter quantitative classification of these sets by showing that all sparse sets in 
NP are in L; and all sets in NP which have polynomial-size circuits 
(including sets in NP n BPP) are in L 3’. More recently, through the use of 
interactive proof systems, the problem of graph isomorphism is shown to 
locate in Lp (Goldwasser and Sipser, 1986; Schoning, 1987). Thus, not 
only that the graph isomorphism problem is not <a-complete for NP, it 
actually cannot be < tN -complete for NP, unless the polynomial-time 
hierarchy collapses to EC. 
As stated above, the sets L: and sets Hl form two hierarchies, 
and they have a close relation with the polynomial-time hierarchy. 
However, some basic questions about the structure of the hierarchies remain 
unanswered. In particular, under what conditions do we have Li # Lkp+ , 
and Hi # H:+ , ? We only know that the hierachies collapse if the polynomial- 
time hierarchy collapses, but do not know whether the converse holds. 
Furthermore, we do not even know, for instance, whether it is possible that 
the hierarchies are infinite but Lkp+ I collapses to Li for some k. 
In view of the difficulty of resolving the above questions about the basic 
structure of the hierarchies, we investigate the structure of the hierarchies 
in the relativized world. Relative to a set A, the low and high hierarchies 
L:(A) and H:(A) are defined as follows: a set BeNP(A) is in 
L;(A) if L’i(B@A) = C:(A), and a set C E NP(A) is in H:(A) if 
qca4 = g+,(A), where @ is the join operation on sets: 
X@ Y= (Ox 1 XE X) u (ly ( y E Y>. The main results of this paper are the 
following. 
THEOREM A. There exists an oracle A such that L:(A) #Lit ,(A) and 
H~(A)#H~+l(A)for alZk20. 
THEOREM B. For every k> 0, there exists an oracle A such that 
L,!(A) = L:(A) for all j> k and L;(A) # L,!+l(A) for ail j<k and 
H~(A)=H~(A)foraNj>kandH~(A)#HP,,(A)foralZj<k. 
These results show a variety of possible structures of the low and high 
hierarchies. They do not, however, exhaust all possibilities. In particular, it 
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would be interesting to find out whether there exist oracles Ak such that 
L,f’(A,) = ,$‘(A,) = P for all j d k but Lkp+ ,(Ak) # Lf(Ak). We remark that 
for k = 1, such an oracle A exists, as demonstrated by Baker, Gill, and 
Solovay (1975). However, their proof technique does not seem to 
generalize to our questions for k > 1. On the other hand, for the high 
hierarchy, we do not even know whether there exists an oracle B such that 
Hi(B) = H;(B) but HP(B) # HP(B). We conjecture that such an oracle 
does exist and construct an oracle B relative to which Hc( B) # Hr( B) and 
the class HP(B) almost collapses to Hi(B). 
Our proof technique is a modification of the proof technique developed 
by Yao (1985), Hastad (1987), and Ko (1989) for separating and 
collapsing relativized polynomial-time hierarchy. The use of this proof 
technique is necessary as any oracle A separating, for instance, Lkp+ ,(A) 
from L;(A) must also separate EL+ ,(A) from Cc(A). 
We give notations and formal definitions in Section 2. Also in Section 2, 
the lower bound results of Yao (1985) and Hastad (1987) on constant- 
depth circuits are stated. We prove the separating and collapsing results on 
the low hierarchy in Section 3 and the corresponding results on the high 
hierarchy in Section 4. Results on partially collapsing the hierarchies are 
discussed in Section 5, and some open questions are listed in Section 6. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper, all sets A are sets of strings over the alphabet (0, 1 }. 
For each string x, let 1x1 denote its length. Let (0, 1 }” be the set of 
all strings of length n. We assume that there is a one-to-one pairing 
function (, . . . . ) such that for all i, (x1, . . . . xi- 1, xi, xi+ 1, . . . . x,) < 
<x 1, ...T xi--l7 Yi, xi+l, ..7 x,) if xi < yi. For each set A, let xa be its charac- 
teristic function. We write A ‘” to denote the set {X E A 1 1x1 <n}. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with oracle Turing machines 
(TMs) and related complexity classes. In particular, we will work on the 
relativized complexity classes P(A), NP(A ), C:(A), and L!:(A). The 
relativized polynomial-time hierarchy PH( A) = lJ PC ,, C,‘(A) can be charac- 
terized by alternating quantifiers. Let a(A; x) be a predicate over a set 
variable A and a string variable x. We say that a(A; x) is a P-predicate if 
(T is computable in polynomial time by a deterministic oracle machine 
which uses set A as the oracle and takes string x as the input. Let k 2 1. 
We say a(A; x) is a .X:-predicate if there exist a P-predicate 0’ and a poly- 
nomial q such that for all sets A and all x with 1x1 = n, a(A; x) is true iff 
PY,, Iv11 G dn))Wy,,l~,l Gdn))...(Qk~k>l~A ~~(~))~‘(A;x,YI,...,Y,), 
where Qk = 3 if k is odd, and Qk = V if k is even. It is well known that a 
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set B is in C:(A) iff there exists a C,P-predicate c such that for all x, 
[x E B o a(A; x)]. The relativized low and high hierarchies and the basic 
relations between the two hierarchies and the polynomial-time hierarchy 
have been given in Section 1. 
For any complexity class W, a set A E V is d L-complte for % if for every 
set BE V, there exists a polynomial-time computable function f such that 
for all x, x E B iff f(x) E A. We will use some specific complete sets for these 
classes. First, we assume a fixed enumeration {u;} of all C,P-predicates. 
We assume that the ith 2%predicate o:(A; x) = (3y,, lyll < d(n)) 
(Vy2, Iv21 <q(n))-..(Qkyk, 1.~~1 <q(n)b’Mx, Y,, . . ..yk) has the property 
that both the length-bounding polynomial q and the runtime of the deter- 
ministic oracle TM that computes the predicate cr’ are bounded by the ith 
polynomial pi. 
Define, for each set A, the set J?(A) to be (0’1~10~1 a:(A; z) holds and 
j>pi( IzI)>. Then, it is obvious that Kk(A) is complete for Z:(A). Further- 
more, for any string x, the question of whether x E Kk(A) depends only on 
the set A’” = {SEA ( lyl <[xl>, because x=0’1z10~impliesj< 1x1 and all 
queries made in the computation of of(A; Z) must be of length <pi( lzl) < 
j< 1x1. (In other words, if B agrees with A on strings of length < 1x1, then 
x E Kk(A) iff x E Kk(B).) 
We will deal with circuits of unbounded fanins. In this paper, a circuit 
is formally defined as a tree. Each interior node of the tree is attached with 
an AND gate or an OR gate and has an unlimited number of child nodes. 
It is usually assumed that the gates alternate so that all children of an OR 
(or AND) gate are AND (or OR, respectively) gates. Each leaf is attached 
with a constant 0, a constant 1, a variable v, or a negated variable ii. Each 
circuit computes a boolean function on its variables. In this paper, each 
variable v is associated with a string y E { 0, 1 } * and is denoted by vY. The 
depth of a circuit is the length of the longest path in the tree. The size of 
a circuit is the number of gates (or, the number of interior nodes) in the 
tree. The funin of a gate is the number of children of the node. The bottom 
fanin of a circuit is the maximum fanin of a gate of the lowest level in the 
tree. 
Let V be the set of variables occurred in a circuit C. Then a restriction 
p of C is a mapping from V to (0, 1, *}. For each restriction p of C, Cr, 
denotes the circuit C’ obtained from C by replacing each variable u, with 
p(u,) = 0 by 0 and each vY with p(u,) = 1 by 1. Assume that p’ is a restric- 
tion of cr,. We write crppf to denote (Cr,)r,.. We also write pp’ to 
denote the combined restriction on C with values pp’(x) = p(x) if p(x) # * 
an with values pp’(x) = p’(x) if p(x) = *. If a restriction p of C maps no 
variable to *, then we say p is an assignment of C. Let p be a restriction 
of C. We say that p completely determines C if Cr, computes a constant 
function 0 or 1. An assignment p of C always completely determines the 
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circuit C. A specific assignment pA is defined for each set A E (0, 1 f *: 
pa(v,)= 1 if ye.4 and pA(u,)=O ify$A. 
There are some specific circuits which are useful in our proofs. One class 
of them is the circuits defining the functionsfr, which were first defined in 
Sipser (1983). Our definition of function fr is a little different from that 
defined in Sipser (1983) and Hastad (1987). Let CT be a depth-k circuit 
having the following properties: 
(a) the top gate of CT is an OR gate, 
(b) the fanin of all bottom gates of Cr is fi, 
(c) the fanin of all other gates is m, and 
(d) there are mk-“’ variables each occurring exactly once in a leaf 
in the positive form. 
Let the function computed by C; be f;. 
One of the most important tools in constructing oracles to separate the 
polynomial-time hierarchy is to encode the computations of Cf-oracle 
machines into constant-depth circuits (Furs& Saxe, and Sipser, 1984; 
Sipser, 1983). This allows us to replace the often complicated arguments 
about computation trees of Zf-machines by simpler lower bound 
arguments about circuits (Yao, 1985; Hastad, 1987). In the following, we 
summarize these results. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Furs4 Saxe, and Sipser, 1984). Let k > 1 and let oF(A; x) 
be the ith C[-predicate. Then, for each string x, there exists a circuit C 
having the following properties: 
(a) the depth of C is k+ 1, 
(b) the fanin of each gate in C is <2P1(‘x”, 
(c) the bottom fanin of C is <2pi(lxl), 
(d) the variables of C are strings which are queried in the computation 
of off A; x) for all possible oracles A, and 
(e) for each set A, Cr,, outputs 1 iff ak(A; x) holds. 
The main combinatorial lemma about circuits and relativization is first 
proved by Yao (1985) and then simplified and improved by Hastad (1987). 
The basic idea is to find a certain probability distribution such that a 
depth-2 circuit which is an AND of ORs with small bottom fanins, when 
applied by a random restriction p, has a high probability to be equivalent 
to a circuit which is an OR of ANDs with small bottom fanins. Further- 
more, under the same probability distribution, a circuit computing a f$ 
function, when applied by a random restriction, has a high probability that 
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the resulting circuit contains a subcircuit computing a Jr-i function. 
Applying this lemma inductively, we obtain the following lemma which will 
be the main combinatorial tool for our construction of oracles. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Ko, 1989). For every k > 2 there exists a constant nk such 
that the following holds for all n > nk. Let t = n’Ogn, m < 2’, and 
co, Cl 9 .“> C, be m + 1 circuits each defining a f $’ function, with their 
variables pairwisely disjoint. Let C be a depth-k circuit of size ~2’ having 
bottom fanins < t. Then, there exists a restriction p on C such that p com- 
pletely determines C but it does not completely determine any Ci, 0 < i 6 m. 
Remark. Lemma 2.2 also holds for the case k = 1, if C is a depth-2 
circuit and is an AND of ORs with bottom fanins d t. It follows from a 
simple counting argument. 
3. RELATIVIZED Low HIERARCHY 
In this section, we construct oracles to separate or collapse the low 
hierarchy. Oracles separating or collapsing the high hierarchy will be 
constructed in the next section. Theorems A and B then can be proved by 
combining these results together. 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists a set A such that for all k 2 0, L:(A) # 
Lkp+ 1(A). 
ProofI We first discuss informally the idea of the construction of set A. 
In order to prove that L:(A) # Lkp+ ,(A), we need to find a set B,(A) E 
NP(A) such that 
(a) CkP+I(Bk(A)OA)=~~+,(A) and 
lb) ~k’(&(A)@A)#~,$i). 
To satisfy condition (a), we would like to make the set B,(A) to behave 
like an empty set as much as possible, and, on the other hand, to satisfy 
condition (b), we need to make the set B,(A) to be similar to the set used 
in, for instance, Baker, Gill, and Solovay (1975) to separate NP(A) from 
P(A). Since the condition (b) can be satisfied by a delayed diagonalization, 
we will define set B,(A) as follows. First, let e(0) = 1, and e(n + 1) = 22e’“’ 
for all n > 0. Then, for each k 3 0, let 
Bk(A)= {x I I-4 =e(<k, m>) f or some m, and (3y, lyl = 1x1) Oxy~ A}. 
It is obvious that Bk(A)E NP(A). Also, observe that any Zc+ ,-machine 
using oracle B,(A) 0 A working on an input x of length far from e( (k, m ) ) 
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for any m is at most as powerful as a Cc+ ,-machine using oracle A, and 
so condition (a) is partially satisfied. For some input x of length e( (k, m)) 
for some m, we will perform diagonalization to make a Cc-machine using 
oracle B,(A) @A more powerful than a C,P-machine using oracle A; in the 
mean time we will still satisfy condition (a) so that a Z[+ ,-machine using 
oracle B,(A) @A is no more powerful than a .Z’L+ ,-machine using oracle 
A, even if it is working on strings of length close to e( (k, m)) for some m. 
We note that the diagonalization part is similar to the diagonalization for 
Z+,bw~W) ( since B,(A) E NP(A)) and the collapsing part is similar 
to collapsing Z:+,(A) = C,P+ ,(A). W e use the technique of Ko (1989) (i.e., 
by Lemma 2.2) to do these two tasks in the same region. Note that for dif- 
ferent k, and k,, the use of different diagonalization regions (0, 1 )e(Ckl,m>) 
and (0, l} e(Ck2*‘)) lets us avoid the possible conflict between the require- 
ment (a) for k, and the requirement (b) for k,, which conflict, if occurs, is 
difficult to resolve even with the tools of Yao (1985), Hastad (1987), and 
Ko (1989). 
Now we give the formal proof. Let the function e(n) and sets B,(A) be 
defined as above. We want to make B,(A) to satisfy both conditions (a) 
and (b). For condition (a), we first consider a set D,(A) in C,P+ i(A). Recall 
that Kk”(E @ A) is a complete set for the class Z,‘+,(E @ A). In 
particular, there exist a polynomial q and a predicate e E P such that 
xEKk+‘(E@A) ifi (3uj, lull <4(1x1)) ... &!k+lUk+13 bk+ll <dlxl)) 
a(E@ ‘d; x, u1, . . . . uk + 1 ). We replace the predicate (T by the predicate T 
which behaves as follows: 
on input (x, ui, . . . . uk+ I ) and with oracle A, it first finds the integer n 
such that 2e(<k*n)) < 1x1 < 2 e(<k,n+ ‘)I. Then, it simulates the computation of 
@@A; 4 UI, . ..> uk+ 1 ). During the simulation, each query ly (i.e., query 
y E? A) is answered YES iff y E A, and each query 0~ (i.e., query y E? E) is 
answered as follows: if lyl > e( (k, n)) then answer NO; if ]yI #e( (k, m)) 
for any m then answer NO; if I y 1 = e( (k, m ) ) for some m < n then answer 
YES iff (32, IzI = 1~1) 0yz~A. 
Note that if ]yl =e((k, m)) for some m <n then lyl <log 1x1 and so the 
predicate [ (32, IzI = I yl ) Oyz E A ] can be decided in polynomial time using 
oracle A. Therefore, the predicate r is polynomial-time computable, and 
hence the set D,(A) =d& {X1(%, hi < dIXl))...(Qk+~%c+~, I”k+ll G 
d/xl ))@; xv %, . . . . uk+ d} is in cc+ 1 (A). Furthermore, from the definition 
of B,(A) and the fact that whether XE Kk”(EOA) depends only on the 
set (E@A)s’“‘, we have the following relation: 
Fact 3.2. If 2e(Ck,n))< 1x1 <e((k, n+ 1)) then xeKk+‘(Bk(A)@!t) iff 
x E D,(A). 
Now we divide condition (a) into an infinite number of requirements 
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R 0 k ~, t > 0. For integer t such that e( (k, n)) < t < 2e(<k,n)) for some n, we 
let’ ’ 
R O,k,t: (Vx, Ix1 = t)[xEKki1(Bk(A)OA)071k(A;X)1, 
where rtk(A; x) is the following Z:,P+ ,-predicate: 
7ck(‘%X)-(3U1, I% = IXlW%, b*I = IXl)‘.. 
(Q k+lUk+l, Iuk+ll = Jxl)lOklxu,u, . ..Q+.EA. 
For integer t such that 2 “<k,“>)~t<e((k,n+l)) for some n, we let 
R o,k,,: (Vx, IxJ= t)[xEKk+yBk(A)@A)oxED,(A)]. 
Clearly, if requirements RO,k,r are satisfied for all t, then Kk’ ‘(B,(A) 63 A) E 
L’,‘+,(A) and so condition (a) is satisfied. 
For condition (b), we first define sets E,(A) as follows. First, 
E,(A) = B,(A) n {O}*. For k > 0, if k is even, then 
Ek(A)=(O”((h)(~j,O<j<k)[kn+j=e((k,m))] 
and (3Yly lyll =n)...@kYk, lykl =n)y, “‘yk”jEBktA)) 
and if k is odd, then 
It is Clear that E,(A)ECL(B,(A)) f or all k>O. Since &(A)E AT(A), it 
follows that E,(A) is in C,P+ i(A). N ow we divide the condition (b) into an 
infinite number of requirements Rl,k,i, i > 0. Recall that a:(A; x) is the ith 
CL-predicate: 
R 1,k.i: (3n)[o”EEk(A) 0 of(A; 0”) is false]. 
If requirements R,,k,i are satisfied for all i then E,(A) is a witness for 
condition (b). 
We will construct set A be stages. Before stage 1, we let A(1) = 
A’( 1) = 0. In each stage a, we will define sets A(a + 1) and A’(a + 1) such 
that A(a + 1) and A’(a + 1) are always disjoint and A(a + 1) is always an 
extension of A(a) and A’(a + 1) is always an extension of A’(a). We use 
A’(a + 1) to denote the set of strings reserved for A, and will eventually 
define A to be the union of all A(a). (We do not reserve every string in A; 
that is, the union of all A(a) is a subset of A but not necessarily equal 
to it.) 
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At an even stage 2a, a = (k, m), we try to satisfy the requirement Rl,k,i 
for the least i for which Rl.k,, is not yet satisfied (i.e., the pair (k, i) is 
uncancelled). We choose n = e(a) if k=O and choose n = Le(u)/k_l and 
j=e(a) - kn, if k > 1. If n <nk (nk is the constant of Lemma 2.2) or 
2p,(e(a)) 2 dog’ or nlogn > 2’(“) then let A(2a + 1) = A(2a) and A’(2a + 1) = 
A’(2a) and go to the next stage. Otherwise, if n s-n/, and 2p,(e(a)) < 
n’ogn < 2e’a) then we will satisfy requirement R,.,; with 0” as a witness. This 
part of construction is similar to the construction of the oracle X such that 
Zf+ ,(X) = ZZ:, ,(X) # Cl(X) in Ko (1989). We consider three types of 
circuits: 
(1) Let C be the circuit corresponding to the predicate af’(A; On) as 
described in Lemma 2.1, with a further modification that all variables uI 
such that y~A(2cr)uA’(Za) or lyJ <e(a) are replaced by the values 
xAcZcrJ(y). Then, C has depth k + 1, with fanins 6 22pz(e(a)) < 2”logn and bottom 
fanins %2pi(e(a)) < nlogn. If A(2a) GA, A’(2a) ~2 and A agrees with 
A(2a) on strings of length <e(a), then Cr,, outputs 1 iff ag(A; On) is true. 
(If k = 0, then we make C an AND of ORs with bottom fanins <nlogn. This 
can be done as aF(A; On) is a P-predicate and hence a I;lf-predicate.) 
(2) Let C, be the circuit corresponding to the Z,P+ ,-predicate 
“0” E Ek(A)” as described in Lemma 2.1 such that for every set A, C,r,, = 1 
iff O”EE,(A). From the definitions of E,(A) and B,(A), it is easy to see 
that all variables in C,, are of the form Q,., with ( yl = 2e(a), such that each 
variable occurs at most once in C,. That is, C, contains a subcircuit 
computing a functionfr, , . 
(3) For each w  of length e(a)< IwI <p,(e(cl)), let C, be the circuit 
corresponding to the Z,P, r-p redicate x,(,4; w). Then C, has depth k + 1, 
with fanins >2”“’ for all gates, and its variables are of the form u.,., 
lyl =(k+2) [WI and YE 10kl{O, l>*, each occurring in C,, at most once. 
Thus, each C,. contains a subcircuit computing a f y+ I function. 
We note that by the condition 2pi(e(cr)) < nlogn, there are at most nlogn 
many circuits C,, and C,. So, by Lemma 2.2 (and, in the case k = 0, by the 
remark following Lemma 2.2), we can find a restriction p on variables such 
that Cr, is completely determined but C,r, = C,,r, = * for all w, 
e(a)< [WI <pi(e(a)). Since all variables in C,r, are of the form u, with 
y~O(0, l}* and all variables in C,r, are of the form u,, with YE l{O, l}*, 
we can find an assignment p’ on variables in C,,r, such that COrpp, outputs 
differently from Cr,,, and yet C,,r,,, = * for all w. We update the sets 
A(2a + 1) = A(2a) u {yIpp’(u,) = 1) and A’(2a+l) = A’(2a) u 
{ y( pp’(u,) =O}. Note that if A(2a + 1) c A and A’(2a + 1) ZA then 
0”~ E,(A)- of(A; On) is false and the requirement Rl.k,i is satistied. We 
cancel pair (k, i) and go to the next stage. 
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At stage 2a + 1, a = (k, m ), we will satisfy requirements R,, j,t for all j 
and all t such that e(a) < t <e(a+ 1). We divide this stage into 
e(a + 1) - e(a) many substages: (2a + 1, t), e(a) < t < e(a + 1). Each 
substage (2a + 1, t ) will satisfy requirements R,, j,t for allj. 
To begin the construction of substage (2a + 1, e(a)), we set X(e(a)) = 
A(2a + 1) and X’(e(a)) = A’(2a + 1). Then, in each substage (2a+ 1, t), 
e(a) < t < 2e(‘), we determine, for every u’ of length t, whether 
ul E Kk’ ‘(Bk(X(t)) @ X(t)). Let C,. be the circuit corresponding to the 
predicate n,(A; MI). We find an assignment pw on variables of C,, such that 
C,.rPw, outputs 1 iff WE Kk”(Bk(X(t))@X(t)) and that it is consistent with 
the sets X(t) and X’(t), in the sense that p,(oJ = 1 for all z E X(t) and 
p,.(u,) = 0 for all z E X’(t). We will show later that such an assignment p,, 
must exist. Let Y(w)= {l~~zl Iz\ = (k+ 1) /WI, PJu,~,=)= l} and Y’(w)= 
{ lwz 1 Izl = (k + 1) 1~1, pw(ul,J = 0). The substage (2a + 1, t) is complete 
after we have done this for all MJ of length t and let X( t + 1) = X(t) u 
(U,,,=, Y(w)) and X’(t+ l)=X’(t)u (U,,,,l=I Y’(++>)). 
In substage (2a + 1, t ), 2 ‘(‘) 6 t < e(a + l), we do nothing; i.e., let 
X(t+l)=X(t) and X’(t+l)=X’(t). At the end of substage (2a+l, 
e(a + 1) - 1 ), let A(2a + 2) = X(e(a + 1)) and A’(2a + 2) = X’(e(a + 1)). 
The set A is defined to be U,“= 1 A(a). 
First we prove the claim that in substage (2a + 1, t), e(a) < t < 2”“‘, we 
can find, for each w  of length t, an assignment pIV on variables of C,. such 
that p,(u,) = 1 if zeX(t), p,Ju,)=O if z~Xl(t) and Cvr,rp,= 1 iff 
WE Kk+‘(Bk(X(t))@X(t)). We note that if u, is a variable of C,,, Iwj = t, 
then z = 10klww’ for some w’ of length (k + 1) t. So, u, cannot be a variable 
of circuit C, corresponding to any predicate rr,(A; u), if j# k or u # w. 
Thus, we know that if z E X(t) u X’(t) then it must have been added to 
them in stage 2a in which we defined restrictions p and p’ of circuits C and 
C, and made pp’(u,) = *. Therefore, we need only to find an assignment pR 
such that pR, is consistent with pp’ and C,r,” = 1 iff w  E Kkf ‘(B,(X(t)) @ 
X(t)). Since we have defined restrictions p and p’ in such a way that C,,r,,, 
is not completely determined, this assignment must exist. 
Next we check our requirements. It is not hard to verify that 
requirements Rl,k,i are satisfied for all k and all i. We need to show that 
requirements R,, k, I are also satisfied for all k and all t. For t and k satisfying 
2e((k,n>) 6 t < e( (k, n + 1)) for some n, Fact 3.2 shows that requirement 
R ,,& is satisfied. So, we need only consider requirements RO,k,, with 
e( (k,n)) < t < 2e(<k,n)) for some n; i.e., we need to show that for each w  of 
length t, WE Kk+‘(Bk(A)@A) iff zk(A; w). Since the question of whether 
WEK~+‘(B,(A)@A) depends only on the set (B,(A)@A)<‘, and, since we 
do not add any string of length <t or any string of the form Oyz, 
]yJ = IzI < t, to A after substage (2a + 1, t), we have that 
WEK~+‘(B~(A)@A) iff WEK k+‘(Bk(X(t))@X(t)), where x(t) is the set 
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X(t) defined in the substage (2~ + 1, t ). By the relation between circuit C,, 
and the predicate z,(A; w) and by the fact that in substage (2~ + 1, t) we 
have made Cw,rp, output 1 iff w  E Kk+‘(B,(X(t))@X(t)), we conclude that 
requirements &,k, f is satisfied if e( (k, n)) < t < 2”(<k,n)) for some n. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. For every k 2 1, there exists an oracle A such that 
L;(A) = NP(A) for all j> k and P:(A) # Li’, ,(A) for all j< k. 
Sketch oj’ ProoJ First note that if Z’:(A) =Zi+ ,(A) then 
L,(A) = NP(A) for all ja k. Therefore, we only need to construct A to 
satisfy CL(A) = ,Z’:+ 1 (A) and L;(A) # L;+,(A) for all j< k. The proof 
technique is the same as that of Theorem 3.1. We define function e(n), sets 
Bj(A), D,(A), and E,(A), and predicates rcj(A; x) exactly the same as in 
Theorem 3.1, for all j < k. To satisfy the condition that L:(A) # LT+ ,(A) 
for j < k, we require the set A to satisfy the requirements R,, j,t and R,,i,i 
(as stated in the proof of Theorem 3.1) for all j < k and for all t and i. To 
satisfy the condition that C:(A) = Z,P+ ,(A), we further require the set A to 
satisfy Ro,k,r for all t, 
R ,Jk.,: (VW, IWI = t)[wEKk+l(A)onb(A; W)], 
where &(A; w) is the Cc-predicate 
&(A; W)=(h,, lU,l=t)...(f&Uk, lu,l=t)fOklWul”‘UkEA 
The construction of set A is similar to that for Theorem 3.1. We only 
sketch the idea here. 
At stage 2cr, where c1= (j, m) for some j < k, we try to satisfy require- 
ment Rl,l,i for the least i such that the pair (j, i) is uncancelled. To do 
this, we need to consider four types of circuits. Let n = Le(a)/j_l: 
(1) Circuit C corresponding to the predicate a{(A; On) (with 
variables Y, such that ye A(2,) u A’(2a) or JyJ <n replaced by values 
XA(Z@)(YY)), 
(2) Circuit Co corresponding to predicate “0” E E,(A),” 
(3) Circuit C,,, for each w  of length e(a),< (w( <Pi(e(cr)), corre- 
sponding to predicate rcj(.4; w), and 
(4) Circuit c’,, for each w  of length e(a)< IwI <p,(e(a)), corre- 
sponding to predicate ?rlk(A; w). 
It is necessary to find a restriction p on variables such that Cr, and 
C,r, are completely determined and Cr, # COrp, but C,r, and C;r, are 
left undetermined for all w. Note that each circuit C, or C, or Cl, for any 
w  of length e(a) < IwI <p,(e(a)), contains a subcircuit computing a f,‘2 1 
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function; and circuit C is of depth j+ 1 and has small bottom fanins. So, 
it is ready to see from Lemma 2.2 that such a restriction p exists as long 
as n is large enough so that the fanins of C are bounded by 2”‘“‘“, the bottom 
fanins of C are bounded by nlogn, and the number of circuits C, and CL, is 
bounded by nlogn. 
Thus, in stage 2c(, we can make Cr, # C,,r,, and hence satisfy require- 
ment R,,j,i when sets A(2a + 1) and A’(2cr + 1) are updated accordingly. 
Furthermore, since we have left all circuits C,.r, and C,,r, undetermined, 
and they have pairwisely disjoint variables, we can satisfy requirements 
R 
%J,I and RO,k,r for all j < k and for all t such that e(cr) < t < e(a + 1) in the 
next stage 2a + 1. So, the actions in stage 2cr + 1 are almost the same as 
that in the proof of Theorem 3.1. The only difference is that in substage 
(2x+ 1, t), 2 e(a) < t < e(a + 1 ), we need to satisfy requirement Ro,k,t by 
considering circuits CL, for all w’ of length t. Note that WE Kk”(A) 
depends only on set A <‘WI, and hence requirement RO,k,r can be satisfied 
easily. Since the variables in CL. are those u,‘s with z E 10klw{O, 1 } *, the 
assignement of these z’s into A(2cr +2) or A’(2cr+ 2) will not affect the 
construction of the next stage. 1 
4. RELATIVIZED HIGH HIERARCHY 
Now we show similar results for the high hierarchy. The proofs for the 
high hierarchy are quite similar to those for the low hierarchy, and we only 
give sketches. 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists u set A such that H:+ ,(A) # H[( A) for all 
k > 0. 
Proof: In order to prove that H[( A) # Hi+ 1(A), we need to find a set 
B,(A) E iVP(A) such that 
(a) ~~+,(Bk(A)OA)=C,P+*(A), and 
(b) ~,P(&(A)@A)+~:,P+,(A). 
Define a function e by e(0) = 1 and e(n + 1) = 2*““‘. We want to perform 
diagonalization for condition (b) by strings of length e( (k, m)) for some 
m. For strings far from the diagonalization region, we make B,(A) to be 
the same as an NP(A)-complete set K(A) so that condition (a) is satisfied. 
For strings close to the diagonalization region, we make B,(A) to be the 
same as the empty set so that condition (b) can be satisfied by the same 
technique for separating C,P+ 1 (A) from Z:(A). In the mean time, to satisfy 
condition (a) in the diagonalization region, we let Kk+2(A) in this region 
be computable in Cl+ ,(A). 
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Recall that K(A) is an NP(A)-complete set with a special padding 
included in the inputs: K(A)= (O’lwlO’~j>p,(~w~) and the ith nondeter- 
ministic oracle TM Ni accepts w, with oracle A (in < pi( 1 WI ) moves)}. Let 
B,(A)= {X/y--‘) <Ixl<e((k,n))forsomenandx~K(A)). 
Then it is clear that B,(A)eNP(A). 
To satisfy condition (a), we define a set D,(A) E C,P+ ,(B,(A)@A) as 
follows. Since Kk” (X) E C,P+ i(X), there exist a polynomial q and a 
P-predicate g such that xeKk”(X) iff (Zlu,, 1~~1 ~q(Ixl))...(Qk+lUk+,, 
I%+11 ~dlxl)b(X;x, UIT ...3 u/c+1 ). We replace the predicate 0 by the 
predicate z which behaves as follows: 
On input (x, ui, . . . . uk+ 1 ) and with oracle B@ A, it first finds the integer 
n such that 2e((k.“)) < 1x1 < 2e((k.n+ ‘>). Then, it simulates the computation 
of a(X; x, U,, . . . . z4k+ 1 ). During the simulation, each query “y E? x” is 
answered as follows: if y is not of the form O’lzlO’, with j>p,( 1.~1)~ then 
answer NO; otherwise, assume that y=O’lzlOj, j>p;((zl), and consider 
three cases: 
Case 1. If e((k,n))<lyl<2 e((k,n>’ then let y’ =OilzlO1’ such that 
j+j’ + IzI + 2 = 2d<Jv)) and answer YES iff y’ E B. 
Case 2. If 2e(<k.n)) < lyl then answer YES iff y E B. 
Case 3. If I yl < e( (k, n)), then use oracle A to determine whether 
y E K(A) and answer YES iffy E K(A). 
Note that in Case 1, I y’l = 2 e((k,n)) < 1x1 and so the question of whether 
y’ E B can be determined in I y’l d 1.~1 steps. Also, in Case 3, I yl < 
e( (k, II )) < log 1x1, and so the question of whether y E K(A) can be 
determined in only 2’Is” < 1x1’ steps for some constant c (because 
y=O’lzlO’ withj>pi(lzl) d an so the runtime for the ith nondeterministic 
machine Ni on z is bounded by I yl and so Nj( y) can be simulated by a 
deterministic machine in time 2”“). This means that r is polyomial-time 
computable. 
Now we define set D,(A) to be {x)(~u,, lu,ldq(lxl))...(Qk+lu,+,, 
Iuk+,l Qq(lxl))z(B,(A)@A; x, u,, . . . . u,+i)}. It is clear that D,(A) is in 
Ci+ r( Bk( A) @ A). Furthermore, we claim that 
FACT 4.2. o-2 e(ck,n)’ < 1x1 < e((k, n + 1)) for some n, then 
XEK~+~(K(A))~XED,(A). 
Proof. The above algorithm of r( B @ A; x, u i, . . . . uk + , ), with B = Bk( A), 
is intended to be a simulation of a(K(A); x, ul, . . . . uk + 1). We need only to 
show that this simulation is correct for x if 2@(@,“>’ Q 1x1 < e( (k, n + 1)). 
In Case 1, we replace y by y’ such that y E K(A) iff y’ E K(A) and answer 
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YES iff y’ E&(A). Since ly’j = 2ec(k*n)), by the definition of B,(A), 
y’ EK(A) iffy’ EB,(A). So the simulation in this case is correct. In Case 2, 
since Kktl(K(A)) asks query y only if lyj < 1x1, we have 2P((k7n))< 
jyl 6 1x1 < e( (k, n + 1)). Therefore, by the definition of B,(A), y E B,(A) iff 
y E K(A), and the simulation in this case is correct. The correctness of 
Case 3 is trivial. 1 
We now specify our requirements for condition (a). For t satisfying 
2p((k.n)’ < t < e( (k, n + 1)) for some n, we require 
R ,-Jk,,: (VW, (WI =t)WEKk+l(K(A))-XEDk(A). 
For t satisfying e( (k, n)) d t < 2e((k.“)) for some n, we require 
R O,k,r: (VW, lw) =~)wEK~+~(K(A))~wET~(A; w), 
where zn,(A; w) is the 21, ,-predicate 
From Fact 4.2 and the fact that nk(A; w) is a Ci+,-predicate, it is clear 
that if Ro,k,r is satisfied for all t then Kk + ’ (K(A))EC~+,(B,(A)OA). 
For condition (b), we let 
It is obvious that E,(A) EC:+ i(A). Recall that 0: is the ith Z,P-predicate 
over a set variable and a string variable. Our requirements for condi- 
tion (b) are 
RI&: (h)[o” E E,(A) 0 of(Bk(A) @ A; on) is false]. 
It is clear that if R,,k,i is satisfied for all i then Ek(A)$C[(Bk(A)@A) 
and hence Cc+i(A) g Ci(Bk(A)@A). 
We will construct set A by stages like in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Sets 
A(a) and A’(U) are used in the same way as in that proof. Before stage 1, 
we let A(l)=A’(l)=@. 
At an even stage 2a, c1= (k, m) for some m, we try to satisfy the require- 
ment Rl,k,i for the least i such that pair (k, i) is uncancelled. We choose 
n = e(E). If n < nk (nk is the Constant Of Lemma 2.2) Or 2pj(n) 2 nlogn Or 
nlogn 2 2” then go to the next stage. Otherwise, if n > nk and 2pi(n) < 
nlogn < 2” then we wil satisfy requirement Rl,k,i with 0” as a witness. We 
consider three types of circuits: 
M3/90!?-3 
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(1) Let C’ be the circuit corresponding to the predicate 
o:(B,(A) @ A; On), as described in Lemma 2.1. Then C has depth k + 1, 
fanins < 2*“1(“) and bottom fanins 6 2p,(n). Replace each variable uO,, with 
1~1 <IZ by the value ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (note that B,(A(2a))=B,(A) if A agrees 
with A(2cr) on strings of length < n); replace each variable uOV with 1~1 2 n 
by the value 0 (note that B,(A) n {.uin 6 1~1 < 2’)= 121); -replace each 
variable u, ,, with 1~~1 <n or ~~A(2cc)uA’(2r) by the value x~(~~,(.v); and 
then replace all other variables u,~ by variable 2;).. (For each negated 
variable fiJ, replace it by the negation of the constants or circuits described 
above.) Let the resulting circuit by C. Then, for any set A such that 
A(2cr) z A, A’(2a) G 2 and that A agrees with set A(2cr) on strings of length 
< n then Cr,, outputs 1 iff of(B,(A)@ A; 0”) holds. 
(2) Let Co be the circuit corresponding to the predicate “0” E E,(A).” 
Then, Co computes a ,fT+, function, whose variables are of the form ugzr 
(z( = (k + 1 )n. 
(3) For each w  of length n < IH~/ <pi(n), let C,,. be the circuit corre- 
sponding to the predicate n,(A; w). Then C,, computes a f r+ I function 
such that C”.rPa outputs 1 iff tr,(A; u)) holds. Note that all its variables are 
of the form 10klwz for some z. 
Now apply Lemma 2.2 to these circuits and obtain a restriction p such 
that Cr, # * and C,r, = C,,,rp = * for all +t’, n,< /u’J <p,(n). Note that 
Carp and CIVrP have disjoint variables, for each ~1. So, we can find a 
restriction p’such that COrpp, # * and C’r,,, # C,r,,. but C,,r,,. = *for all W. 
We define A(2a+l) = A(2a) u (.~Ipp’(v,.) = l> and A’(2a + 1) = 
A’P-a) u {Y~PP’(~~~)=~}, ant cancel pair (k, i). This completes stage 2~. 
At stage 2~ + 1, similarly to the stage 2a + 1 in the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
we satisfy requirements Ro,l,, for all t, e(a) 6 t < e(a + l), and for all j. At 
substage (2~ + 1, r), we find new restrictions p,,. for each w  of length 
nd Jwl ~2” such that C,VrPP.Pn outputs 1 iff ~vEK~+‘(K(X(~))), where X(t) 
is the set of strings reserved for A by the beginning of substage (2a + 1, t ); 
i.e., X(t)=A(2cr+ 1)u .(j~(p~(u~)= 1 for some u, e(a),< (ui (fj. These 
restrictions p, must exist because we have left each C,,,r,,. undetermined 
in stage 2a and because all of C,,‘s have pairwisely disjoint variables. We 
let A(2a+2)=A(2cr+l)u(yJp,,.(o,.)=l for some w,n<lwl<2”} and 
A’(2cr+2)=A’(2a+l)u{yJp,,,(v,.)=O for some w,n<Iwl<2”}. This 
completes stage 2cr + 1. 
Let A = U ,“= , A(a). It is not hard to verify by the arguments similar to 
those in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that all requirements Rl,k,, and RO,k,, 
have been satisfied. In particular, Fact 4.2 implies that requirements Ro,k,r 
are satisfied if 2e’<k,m>) d t < e( (k, m + 1)). For requirements R,,k,r with 
e((k,m))~t<2”(k.m>), we note that in stage 2cr+ 1, u= <k, m), each 
circuit C,. , which is corresponding to the predicate xn,(A; w), has been 
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made to output CWrPR = 1 iff M’ E Kk ’ ’ (K(X(t))). So these requirements are 
all satisfied because we do not add any string of length < Iwl to A after this 
stage. We leave it to the reader to verify the details. 1 
THEOREM 4.3. For every k 2 1, there exists an oracle A such that 
Hr(A)=NP(A)for allj>k andHP(A)#HP+,(A)for allj<k. 
Sketch qf Proof. The proof is a modification of the proof of Theorem 4.1, 
in a way similar to the modification of the proof of Theorem 3.1 for 
Theorem 3.3. We need to construct a set A such that Cc(A) = Cf, ,(A) 
(and so H,P(A)=NP(A) for allj>,k) and HP(A)#H,f+,(A) for all j<k. 
We define function e(n), sets Bi(A), D,(A), E,(A) and predicate TT,(A; x), 
for all j < k, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. For each j < k and each t and 
i, we also make requirements R,, j,l and R,,,,i exactly the same as in that 
proof. In addition, we require RO,k,,, for all t, as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. 
The only thing needs to be checked in the stage construction of set A is 
the diagonalization step for R,,,,, in stage 2a, where c( = (j, m ) for some 
j < k and some m. In this stage, we let n = e(cr) and consider four types of 
circuits: 
(1) circuit C corresponding to predicate aj’(Bj(A) 0 A; On) with the 
similar modification as in Theorem 4.1; 
(2) circuit Co corresponding to predicate “0” E E,(A);” 
(3) circuit C,., for each M’ of length n d IwI <pi(n), corresponding to 
the predicate rrl (A; w ); and 
(4) circuit C:,., for each MI of length n d IivI <pi(n), corresonding to 
the predicate tr;(A; w). 
Note that all the variables in circuits Co, C,, C’,, are pairwisely disjoint, 
and each of these circuits contains a subcircuit computing a ff; 1 function, 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, we can find a restriction p which completely 
determines the circuits C and C, but none of C,.‘s or C:.‘s and Cr, # C,r,. 
This restriction gives us the desired diagonalization for requirement R,,j,i. 
In an odd stage 2u + 1, c( = (k, m), we satisfy requirements I&,, j,, and 
R 0,k,, for j < k and for -the t such that e(cr) d t < e(2a). More precisely, 
we find for each w, e(cc) < w  < 2”“‘, pH, such that C,.r,,,~, = 1 iff w E 
K*+‘(K(A)), and for each w, e(cr) d MI < e(cl+ l), p;, such that C;,r,,,,= 1 
iff WE Kk + ‘(K(A)). By the fact that the variables of C,‘s and Ck,‘s are 
pairwisely disjoint, these restrictions can be found without interference 
from each other. Thus all requirements can be satisfied. 1 
We now combine the above results and results of Section 3 to prove the 
main theorems. 
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THEOREM A. There exists an oracle A such that L:(A) # Lkp+ ,(A) and 
@‘(A)+:+, (A)for alE k>O. 
ProoJ We need to alternate the diagonalizations in the proofs of 
Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, so that the encoding requirements of one proof does 
not affect the diagonalization requirements of the other proof. We let 
B2JA) be the set B,(A) defined in Theorem 3.1, and Bzk+ ,(A) be the set 
B,(A) defined in Theorem 4.1, with some modification so that the 
“diagonalization region” of them are pairwisely disjoint. More precisely, 
B2k(A)= {xl I-4 =4(2kn))f or some n and (Sly, lyl = 1x1) Oxy~ A} 
and 
B x+1(A)= {xl2 P’(2k+1,n~1)1~I~I<e((2k+l,n)) 
for some n and x E K(A)}. 
Then, we construct set A just like what we did in the proofs of 
Theorems 3.1 and 4.1. In particular, in stage 2a with CI = (2k, m ) for some 
m, we satisfy the requirement R, k, i of Theorem 3.1 for the least i such that 
pair (2k, i) is uncancelled, and ‘in stage 2a with a = (2k + 1, m) for some 
m, we satisfy the requirement Rl,k,i of Theorem 4.1 for the least i such that 
pair (2k + 1, i) is uncancelled. Then it is easy to check that no interference 
between different requirements may occur. For example, assume that at 
some stage 2a, a = (2k + 1, m ) for some m, we want to satisfy requirement 
R l,k,i of Theorem 4.1 for some i. The diagonalization region is 
{x 1 e(a) < 1x1 < 2”“‘). Then, certainly there will be no conflict between this 
requirement and any requirement R,.i,is of Theorem 3.1, because they have 
different diagonalization regions. In addition, there will be no conflict 
between this requirement and requirement R,,,,( of Theorem 3.1 for any j 
and any t. This is true because for integer t such that e(a)< t < 2”*‘, we 
must have 2e((2j*‘>) G t < e( (2j, I+ 1) ) for some 1. Thus, for the requirement 
R0,j,,ofTheorem3.1, weneedtomake(Vx, Ixl=t)x~Kj+‘(B,(A)@A)o 
XE Du(A). (The set D2j(A) here is the set Dj(A) in Theorem 3.1.) But this 
clearly holds by Fact 3.2. So, the process of diagonalization for requirement 
R 1,k.i of Theorem 4.1 can be done in exactly the same way as in the proof 
of Theorem 4.1. This shows that the constructions in the two proofs can be 
made independent of each other and hence the theorem is proven. 1 
THEOREM B. For every k > 0, there exists an oracle A such that 
L,P(A)=Lf(A) for all j>k and LP(A)#L,!+,(A) for all j<k and 
H;(A) = H:(A) for all j> k and HP(A) #HP, 1(A) for all j< k. 
Proof. Using the same argument, we can see that Theorems 3.3 and 4.3 
can be combined without interference. We omit the proof. m 
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5. PARTIAL COLLAPSING RESULTS 
We have pointed out in Section 1 that Theorems A and B do not exhasut 
all possible structures of the low and high hierarchies. For instance, we 
cannot rule out the possibility that the hierarchies are infinite an yet the 
kth level and the (k + l)th level of the hierarchies coincide for some k > 0. 
Constructing oracles to have these properties appears to be very difficult. 
In this section we show some weak partial collapsing results. 
First, we observe that the following interesting result of Baker, Gill, and 
Solovay (1975) implies a partial collapsing of the low hierarchy. 
THEOREM 5.1. There exists an oracle A such that P(A)= NP(A)n 
co-NP(A) # NP(A). Furthermore, the set A can be constructed such that 
A = Q @ S for some PSPACE-complete set Q and some sparse set S. 
Long and Selman (1986) and Balcazer, Book, and Schoning (1986) have 
shown that if S is a sparse set then Cc(S) = n;(S) iff Z; = Z7:. This result 
is easy to see relativizable to any oracle Q. 
LEMMA 5.2, Let Q be a PSPACE-complete set and S a spare set. Then, 
Z;(Q 0 S) = n;(Q 0 S). 
So, we have obtained the following interesting structure of the low 
hierarchy: 
COROLLARY 5.3. There exists an oracle A such that P(A) = L{(A) = 
L;(A) # L;(A) = NP(A). 
Prooj The theorem follows from Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 by 
noting that L:(A) = P(A), L:(A) = NP(A) n co-NP(A), and that Cc(A) = 
@‘(A) implies L;(A) = NP(A). 1 
Unfortunately, as Lemma 5.2 points out, this technique can be used only 
for collapsing L:(A) to L:(A) and cannot be generalized to L:(A) for 
k > 1. Moreover, for the high hierarchy, even the collapsing of HP(A) to 
H{(A) seems difficult. Using Baker, Gill, and Solovay’s proof technique, we 
are only able to prove a weaker result. For each set BE NP(A), we say that 
B’ is a prefix set of B if there exist a polynomial q and a polynomial-time 
predicate 0 such that B = {x 1 (3y, lyl < q(lxl)) o(A; x, y)} and B’ = 
{<x9 u> I (30, I4 G dlxl)b(A; x, uu)}. It is well known that set B is 
<F-reducible to its prefix sets B’ but the converse is not known. On the 
other hand, every known naturaZ NP-complete problem is <F-equivalent 
to a prefix set. 
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THEOREM 5.4. There exists an oracle A such that Hc(A ) = NP( A) # 
HP(A) and all prefix sets of a set BE HP(A) are in H{(A ). 
Prooj We need to find an oracle A such that P(A) # NP(A) and for 
every set B E Hr( A ), K(A ) E P( B’ @ A), if B’ is a prefix set of B. We follow 
the idea of Theorem 5.1 to construct the oracle A; in particular, we make 
A to be equal to Q @ S for some PSPACE-complete set Q and some sparse 
set S. 
Let (Ni) be an enumeration of all polynomial-time nondeterministic 
oracle machines with the runtime of N; bounded by polynomial p,. We let 
L(N,, A) denote the set accepted by N, using oracle A. We define the 
following requirements: 
R,,: (3n)[(3x) 1x1 =nand 1x~AeNf acceptso”], 
R,,(j.,,:(3x)[x~K(A)oN,acceptsxwithoracleL(N,,A)OA]. 
If requirements R,,; are satisfied for all i, then they imply that the set 
L(A)= {OnI (3x, 1x1 = )l n x E A > is in NP(A) - co-NP(A). Our construction 
will make A satisfy the requirements R,,, for all i. 
For any fixed k, if requirements R ,.,i,k) are satisfied for all j, then 
K(A) # L(N,, L(N,, A) 0 A) for all j. This implies that K(A) +! 
co-NP(L(N,, A)@A), or equivalently, L(N,, A) is not in HP(A). In the 
following construction, we will prove that if L(Nk, A) is in HP(A), 
and hence requirement R,. ( j.x) is not satisfied for some j, then K(A) E 
P(Bl, @ A) for any set B, which is a prefix set of L(Nk, A). Therefore, for 
any k, either L(N,, A) # H;(A) or B, E H:(A) for all prefix sets B, of 
UN,, A). 
Define a function e by e(0) = 1 and e(n + 1) = 22”“1. Let A(0) = 
{o~lv~Q>, where Q is a fixed PSPACE-complete set. 
For each n, we say tl = 2i is vulnerable at stage n if 2’(“)- ’ >pi(e(n)) and 
a= 2i + 1 is vulnerable at stage n if i = (j, k ) and ~~(2’~~)) < e(n + 1) and 
~~(2”“‘) < e(n + 1). In stage n we consider the least uncancelled vulnerable 
integer M. If c1= 2i then we try to satisfy requirement RO,+ and if CI = 2i+ 1, 
then we try to satisfy requirement R,, <j.k>, where (j, k) = i. If the require- 
ment corresponding to the least CI is not satisfied, then we try to satisfy the 
requirement corresponding to the next least uncancelled vulnerable a until 
either we satisfy some requirement and cancel some integer /I or until there 
is no vulnerable integer for stage n. 
In the first case when c( = 2i, then 2ecn’p ’ >p,(e(n)) and we will satisfy 
requirement R,, I. We simulate the computation of N:““‘(O”“‘). If it rejects 
then we let A(n + 1) = A(n); it it accepts, we search for lx E (0, 1 }@I which 
is not queried in an accepting computation of N:““‘(O”“‘) and let 
A(n+l)=A(n)u {lx}. Then we cancel cr=2i. 
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In the second case when a =2(j, k) + 1, then pi(2e(n’)<e(n + 1) and 
p,J2”“‘) < e(n + 1) and we check whether there exists an x, 2e(n-1’ 9 
1x1 < 2ec”), such that 
x E K@(n)) 0 Nj(X) rejects with oracle L(Nk, A(n))@A(n). 
If so, we cancel IX and let A(n + 1) = A(n). If no such x exists, then we 
declare that we did not satisfy requirement R,, < j,k) and continue to con- 
sider the next uncancelled CL 
We let A = iJ,“= 0 A(n). It is clear that every requirement R,,i is even- 
tually satisfied since each 2a is eventually vulnerable. We claim that if 
K(A) =L(iV,, L(N,, A)@A) then there is a fixed polynomial-time algo- 
rithm solving the problem XE? K(A)?using oracle B,@A for any set Bk 
which is a prefix set of L(N,, A). The algorithm works as follows: 
ALGORITHM FOR K(A). Assume that by some stage no, all integers less 
than CI = 2 ( j, k ) + 1 which are to be eventually cancelled are already can- 
celled, and CY is vulnerable at stage no. On input x, 1x1 > 2’(“O-‘), first find 
n such that 2ecn-“< 1x1 < 2ecn’. Next, we query A to find all strings in 
A(n) - Q and form a finite table T such that A(n) = Q u T. Then, we use 
oracle Q to decide whether XE K(A(n)) = K(Q @ T) (in polynomial time 
because Q is PSPACE-complete). Now consider two cases: 
Case 1. XE K(A(n)). Then, using Q as the oracle we can find an 
accepting computation of NK(x) with oracle A(n), where N, is the non- 
deterministic oracle machine for K(A(n)). Now, using oracle A we check 
for each query made in this computation whether the answer from A agrees 
with the answer from Q@ T. If all answers agree, then this computation is 
one for N:(x) and we conclude that x E K(A). If they do not agree for some 
query y, then y must be the single element in A(n + 1) -A(n). Then, we 
let T’ = T u {y] and answer x E K(A) iff x E K(A(n+ 1)) = K(Q 0 T’) 
(note that the latter question can be answered in polynomial time using 
oracle Q). 
Case 2. x 4 K(Q @ T). Since in stage n, requirement R,. cj.kj has 
been considered but not cancelled, it implies that 
XE K(A(n))oNjrejects x with oracle L(N,, A(n))@A(n). 
Therefore, we know that iVj accepts x using oracle L(N,, A(n))@A(n)). 
We use oracle Q to find an accepting computation of Nj(x) using this 
oracle. Then we check for all queries made to A(n) whether the answers 
given by A(n) agree with the answers of A. If not, then we found the single 
stringyEA(n+ 1)-A(n) and we can decide XEK(A) iff xEK(A(n+ 1)). If 
A(n) and A agree on all queries, then we consider queries made to 
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L(N,, A(n)). This time, we use oracle B,, which is a prefix set of L(N,, A), 
to determine whether answers to all queries y given by L(Nk, A(n)) agree 
with the answers given by L(N,, A). If all answers from L(NA, A(n)) agree 
with answers from L(N,, A) then we know that N, accepts x using oracle 
L(N,, A) @A, and hence x $ K(A ). If at least one query z receives different 
answers then we have found either z E L(N,, A(n)) - L(N,, A) or 
z E UN,, A) - UN/c, 4)). 
In the first case that z E L(N,, A(n)) - L(N,, A), we again can use oracle 
Q to find an accepting computation of N;‘“)(z). Then, in this computation, 
there must be at least one query made by N, is in A(n + 1) -A(n) 
(otherwise, z would be in L(N,, A)). We use oracle A to find this string 
and hence the set A(n + 1). Then we answer x E K(A) iff x E K(A(n + 1)). 
In the second case that z E L(N,, A) - L(N,, A(n)), we use B, to find an 
accepting computation of N;(z). (Strictly speaking, if L(Nk, A) = 
{z I3w a(A; z, w)} and B, = {(z, u) 130 o(A; z, UU)} then we can find, using 
B, as the oracle, a string w  such that o(A; z, w). We call w  as the “accepting 
computation.“) Again, one of the queries made in this computation must 
be in A(n + 1) -A(n). We use oracle A to find this string and we are 
done. i 
Remark. In the above algorithm, the oracle B, cannot be replaced by 
L(Nk, A), because in the last case, we need to find an accepting computa- 
tion of N:(z), and it is not known that this can be done by using oracle 
L(N,, A), if L(Nk, A) does not have certain self-reducibility properties. 
6. OPEN QUESTIONS 
The main open question involving the relativized low and high 
hierarchies is, as pointed out in Section 1, whether there are oracles relative 
to which the hierachies have partial collapsing structures. We list some 
interesting ones in the following: 
(1) Does there exist an oracle A such that L:(A) # Lkp+ ,(A) for all 
k 2 1, and L:(A) = L:(A)? 
(2) Does there exist an oracle B such that L:(B) = L:(B) for all 
k 2 3 and L:(B) = L;(B) # L:(B)? 
(3) Does there exist an oracle C such that H:(C) = HP(C), but 
ui”=, H;(C) # H,P(C)? 
In our proof of Theorem B, we constructed oracle A relative to which 
the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses to the kth level (and so 
L:(A) = H:(A) = NP(A)) and the low and high hierarchies relative to A 
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have exactly k levels. It is not known that the collapsing of the polynomial- 
time hierarchy is necessary to collapse the low and high hierarchies. In 
other words, the following question remains open: 
(4) Does there exist an oracle D such that CL(D) # If,'(D) for all 
k 2 1, and Lip(D) = L,‘+,(D) (or, H,!(D) = HP,,(D)) for some ja O? 
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